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IB Mission Statement
The International Baccalaureate aims to develop inquiring, knowledgeable and caring young people who
help to create a better and more peaceful world through intercultural understanding and respect. To this
end the organization works with schools, governments and international organizations to develop
challenging programmes of international education and rigorous assessment. These programmes
encourage students across the world to become active, compassionate and lifelong learners who
understand that other people, with their differences, can also be right.

School Mission Statement
ThIS is an IB world school that creates independent, knowledgeable and caring individuals.
ThIS fosters life long learners in a safe and supportive environment.
ThIS provides academic excellence through a high quality education.
ThIS develops values and skills for the world of tomorrow.
ThIS inspires action and contributes to the local, national and international communities
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Introduction
The personal project is a culminating event of your time in the MYP. During your time in the MYP, you will
have developed an understanding of how we put learning into context. This project will give you the
opportunity to share something with others that is of great interest to you as an individual, while at the
same time showcase how you have learned in the MYP.
The personal project is an important part of the MYP program as it encourages students to practise and
strengthen their Approaches To Learning (ATL) skills and to develop an area of personal interest. It
provides an excellent opportunity for students to produce a truly personal and often creative
product/outcome and to demonstrate a consolidation of their learning in the MYP. This is an individual
project, so you have the opportunity to choose your topic, and enjoy learning about it as you research and
develop your chosen product. The project has to be based on a student initiative and will, in the end,
produce an assessment that will be part of your assessment report in the final year of the MYP Program.
You will be assigned a supervisor that will guide you through the project, but the responsibility for meeting
with the supervisor and finishing the project is on you. Your supervisor may not be an expert in the area
that you have chosen, however they will be able to guide you through the personal project process when
you need it. They will also be in charge of your final assessment.

Aims of the Personal Project
The aims of the MYP projects are to encourage and enable students to:
● participate in a sustained, self-directed inquiry within a global context
● generate creative new insights and develop deeper understandings through in-depth investigation
● demonstrate the skills, attitudes and knowledge required to complete a project over an extended
period of time
● communicate effectively in a variety of situations
● demonstrate responsible action through, or as a result of, learning
● appreciate the process of learning and take pride in their accomplishments
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Assessment of the Personal Project
Objectives
The objectives of the personal project state the specific targets that are set for learning. They define what
the student will accomplish as a result of completing the personal project. It is against these objectives that
students will be assessed. This is included in the final report at the end of MYP10.

Objective A: Investigating
Students should:
i.define a clear goal and context for the project, based on personal interests
ii.identify prior learning and subject-specific knowledge relevant to the project
iii.demonstrate research skills

Objective B: Planning
Students should:
i.develop criteria for the product/outcome
ii.plan and record the development process of the project
iii.demonstrate self-management skills

Objective C: Taking action
Students should:
i.create a product/outcome in response to the goal, context and criteria
ii.demonstrate thinking skills
iii.demonstrate communication and social skills

Objective D: Reflecting
Students should:
i.evaluate the quality of the product/outcome against their criteria
ii.reflect on how completing the project has extended their knowledge and understanding of the topic and
the global context
iii.reflect on their development as an IB learner through the project
Assessment for the MYP personal project is criterion-related, based on four equally weighted assessment
criteria. Please refer to the detailed rubric in Appendix I.
Criterion A

Investigating

Maximum 8

Criterion B

Planning

Maximum 8

Criterion C

Taking Action

Maximum 8

Criterion D

Reflecting

Maximum 8
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What can I do for my Personal Project?
There are a wide variety of choices you could consider for your project:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

An original work of art (visual, dramatic, performance, etc.)
A written piece of work on a special topic (literary, social, psychological, anthropological, etc.)
A piece of literary fiction (creative writing)
An original science experiment
A career investigation
An invention or specially designed object or system (computer game)
The presentation of a developed business, management, or organizational plan.
An entrepreneurial business or project, a special event, or the development of a new student or
community organization.

Whatever you decide on, your personal project should:
● Be directly linked to the at least 1 Global Context AND Approaches To Learning.
● Allow you to express a truly personal message.
● Be the result of your initiative, creativity, and ability to organize your own learning and create a
product.
● Reflect your special interests, hobbies, special abilities, or concerns about particular issues.
● Deal with a topic or area to which you are committed.

Your personal project must not:
● Be something completed at the last minute
● Destroy your personal or social life, nor interfere with your studies, even though it will involve many
hours of work.
● Be bound by any specific subject.
Your project may involve others (for example, directing a play, organizing an exhibition, or starting a new
student/community organization). Remember, however, that your own contribution must be central to the
project and clearly visible. It is your work which will be assessed. Any project that involves a group of
people must be approved by your supervisor.

Remember, you will be working on this project for an extended period of time, and
your grade for the personal project is as important as any subject grade, so it needs
to be something you really can commit to and follow through with.
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What does your Personal Project Consist of?
The personal project consists of three main components:

A process journal (important for all 4 criteria)
A report (important in all 4 criteria)
The product / outcome

The Process Journal
The “process journal” is a generic term used to refer to the documentation that students create as they
progress through the personal project.
● It should be regularly updated during the development of the project, and should be used to record
progress honestly, containing thoughts, ideas, decisions, feelings and reflections.
● The process journal should not be redone as a “good copy” since it should reflect changes,
doodles, notes in the margin, pictures, ideas, reminders, drawings, etc.
● It need not be neat or well-presented, but should be honestly filled in regularly to show you how
your project is developing.
● Students must show evidence of regular use of the process journal and there must be at least
five documented meetings with your supervisor
The process journal is…..
• begun at the very start of the personal project and used
throughout the process
• a place for planning
• a place for recording interactions with sources, for
example, teachers, supervisors, external contributors
• a place for storing useful information— quotes, pictures,
ideas
• a means of exploring ideas
• a place for reflection on stages of the project
• a place for evaluating work completed a place for
reflecting on learning
• devised by the student in a format that suits his or her
needs
• useful for the student when receiving formative
feedback
• used by the student to produce the project report.

The process journal is not….
• used on a daily basis (unless this is useful for the
student)
• written up after the process has been completed
• additional work on top of the project; it is part of and
supports the project
• a diary with detailed writing about what was done
• a static document with only one format.
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Documenting the process journal might include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Mind Maps
bullet lists
charts
short paragraphs
notes
timelines
annotated illustrations
Pictures
Research notes

A website or blog may be an effective process journal when:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Used to record important documents
Shared with the supervisor
It includes visual records as well as written records
Chronicles the key moments of the process
Keeps all of the process in a secure location
Includes audio records
It includes interactive components
Comment space for supervisor
Comment space for guest viewers or research experts
Live conversation/video contact links
It is password protected
It includes your research notes

An annotated slide show may be an effective process journal when:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Images such as photographs and video clips chronicle the process of the project
Images are arranged in a logical order
Annotations such as titles and comments explain the work
Working with images is a key communication tool of the student
It include audio clips (music or voice recordings that convey aspects of the process)
It includes your research information

A scrap book may be an effective process journal when:
Evidence is arranged in a logical sequence (this could include collage and mind map
Work items are annotated
Items are dated to show chronology
Objects that reveal the nature of the project are included such as samples of textiles, colour
swatches
● There’s a variety of materials used
● It allows the student to effectively communicate the process
● It includes your research information
●
●
●
●
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A Word Document may be an effective process journal when:
●
●
●
●
●
●

The process is clearly chronicled
It include mind maps, planning and brainstorming is included
It includes research notes
Comments and thoughts are written to explain the process
Images may be inserted to show evidence of product
The format allows the student to communicate the process effectively

A video journal is an effective process journal when:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

The footage is edited to show the process
Key moments of the entire process are recorded
The journal is shared with the supervisor
The journal allows the student the opportunity to convey the richness of the undertaking
It includes research descriptions and the creation processes
It includes interviews
It includes commentary from supporters/ mentors

A combination of recording styles
● The process journal does not have to be a book or a film or a website. It could be a combination
of all of these.
● The process journal could be conceived as an installation that shows the multidisciplinary nature of
the process.
● The process journal must contain evidence of all these different styles collected in a book or a
website.

Process Journal Minimum Requirements
5 meetings are required with your supervisor as a minimum but typically there will be more. It is your
responsibility to ensure that these meetings are recorded in ManageBac. You should document what you
discuss. Document the reflections you have from these meetings and link them to the ATL skills as this will
help you write your report at the end of the Personal Project. There are a list of ATL skills at the end of this
handbook. (See appendix VII)
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The Report
This section describes the format of the report and the information the report must include.
The formats for reporting the personal project are:
● a written report in the format of an academic report, a website, blog or similar
● an oral report that includes visual support
● a multimedia presentation such as a short film or a website that includes both written text and an
audio-visual component
Although these formats vary, the information communicated through the report must be based on the same
structure, as detailed in this section. The report, however creatively it may be developed and presented,
does not replace the outcome or product of the personal project. YOU NEED TO DISCUSS THE REPORT
FORMAT WITH YOUR SUPERVISOR.
The student needs to think about the best way that he or she will be able to communicate the project taking
into consideration learning preferences, personal strengths and the resources that are available. Producing
the report is part of the process of completing the personal project and in planning their time students need
to include this component. The student’s supervisor can provide guidance to the student about the format
of the report. However, the student must ensure that the format he or she chooses is not overly ambitious.
The oral report may suit a student who is able to communicate his or her ideas in spoken form, with visual
support. Like the written report, an oral presentation requires careful planning, preparation and revision.
The student should not underestimate the amount of preparation time, which will be equivalent to the
preparation time needed for the written report. Planning, drafting, rehearsing and preparing materials will all
be necessary for an oral report.
In a similar way, students considering a multimedia presentation for their report must not underestimate the
work involved. For example, a student creating a 15-minute film about his or her personal project would
need to communicate all aspects of the criteria and give a structure to the report similar to that required for
the oral or written report. He or she would also need to think about when to begin any filming during the
process. Students attempting this would need to be highly motivated and have a strong desire to
communicate their project in a format other than the typical written report.
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Types of Reports
Written format
The report must include: title page; table of contents; body of the report; bibliography or reference
list; appendices.
The title page must include the following:
• Student name
• Title of the project
• Length (word count)
• School name
• Year
All students will be provided with a cover sheet to fill in for their projects report.

Other formats
All other formats of reports must include: title page; summary of the project (no more than 150 words);
bibliography or reference list.
The title page must include the following.
• Student name
• Title of the project
• Format of the report
• Length (word count/time)
• School name
• Year

Word counts and time limits
Project report format

Length

Written report

1,500–3,500 words*

Oral report (filmed ‘live’ by PP Coordinator)

13–15 minutes*

Visual report (film / Multimedia presentation)

13–15 minutes*

*It is very important to remember to stay within the minimum and maximum word count/time limit. If you are
under the minimum, you will not be able to address all the required elements in enough detail to achieve
good marks. If you are over the maximum, markers will not read/view anything you have written or filmed
that is over the maximum word count/time limit. The word count does not include bibliography or
appendices. While minimum word counts/time limits for each section of the report have been provided,
these are a guide only.
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The Product / Outcome
Your personal project must result in a product or outcome that shows how you have used your knowledge
and skills in a creative, individual and appropriate way. The following are some product/outcome ideas:
Demonstration
Video / film / movie
Mural
Original piece of music
Simulation
Debate
Proposal / Plan
Craft
Design
Invention
Game or sport

Speech
Club
Experiment
Event
Performance
Original writing
Photo essay
Model
Collection
Essay
Business plan
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How to progress through the Personal Project?
Your studies in the MYP program at the Trondheim International School have prepared you for your
personal project. The development of the personal project will include the following stages of development:
Phase 1: Introduction - Starting your process journal by considering topics and interests that
motivate you. Consider how this links to the real world through an identified Global Context
Phase 2: Investigating - Define and clarify your goal, identify and connect your prior learning,
demonstrate research skills (ATL), Research recorded in the process journal
Phase 3: Planning - Develop criteria that is specifically linked your proposed product, develop
proposal of action, plan and record development process, demonstrate self management skills
(ATL)
Phase 4: Taking Action - Create a product/outcome, demonstrate thinking skills (ATL)
Phase 5: Writing a draft report - Create a bibliography
Phase 6: Exhibiting the Project - Demonstrate communication and social skills (ATL), Gather
information for your evaluation
Phase 7: Reflecting - Evaluate the quality of the product using your criteria, Reflect on
knowledge and understanding, Demonstrate development of ATL skills, Learner profile as an IB
learner

Phase 1: Starting your process journal and choosing your goal
This is the most important stage in your personal project. You must remember that the personal project is
your way of demonstrating your understanding of IB learning and how you can take action to demonstrate
your this. You must, therefore, choose a suitable topic/theme which allows you to do this.
You should discuss ideas with different people, both inside and outside the school, to help you to focus on
precisely what you are going to do. It is also important that you have a discussion with your supervisor
about your goal to determine if your choice is realistic for this project. This may be the first time you have
undertaken a piece of significant independent i nvestigation. You should realise that your supervisor is not
looking for work at a university standard. Rather this is an opportunity for you to demonstrate such things
as the approach you are taking, the methods you are using, and demonstrate how your learning occurs.
This thinking should all be recorded in your process journal because it helps you to write you report at the
end of the project.
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Starting your process journal
The process journal is a document or documents where you develop your ideas and demonstrate your
learning throughout the personal project. You should have evidence of all the criteria in your personal
project and your process journal is where you record how you have developed your thinking, skills and
learning.

Personal Project Introductory Questionnaire
The personal project requires you to take charge of your learning by research and/or investigation which
leads to the creation of a project of your choice. The following questionnaire is designed to help you work
out what areas you might be interested in pursuing.
1.
What do you enjoy doing in your spare time?
2.
What are some of your hobbies or interests?
3.
What are some of the things you do really well?
4.
What would you like to do better?
5.
When it comes to writing, what types of writing do you most enjoy and why?
6.
What types of assignments do you least enjoy and why?
7.
Think about your school and the wider community. Is there any aspect of your community that
really infuriates you? (Perhaps there are not enough trees in your local park. Be careful to be
constructive and proactive)
8.
At this point in time, what are some of your ideas for your personal project? Include what you
would like the final result to be.
9.
How will you involve the community in your project? What format?
10.
Generally supervisors will be allocated to students. In special circumstances, and for good
reasons, you may request a particular supervisor, and your request will be considered. Do you need to
make such a request? If so, why?
Topic Brainstorm - List the things in life, at school, from your home country, etc. that interest you and
engage you. Some examples could include:
● Issues such as abortion, death penalty, etc.
● Topics such as pollution or politics.
● Ideas such as communism or imperialism.
● Activities such as volunteering, athletics, performing arts (music, dance, or drama)
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Developing your goal
Your goal is integral in creating a good personal project so you need to ensure that it is suitably
challenging. Below are some examples of basic, challenging and highly challenging goals.

What’s the difference between the goals?
Basic Goal:
Stating what you are going to do or what you’re going to make.
Challenging Goal:
Outlining what you’re going to do and explaining what the purpose of your project is.
Highly Challenging Goal:
Outlining a goal that has multiple parts and leads to greater learning.

Choosing the goal: Support Material
You will need to:
1. Focus your personal project on a topic or theme that interests you or you have a passion about
2. Be realistic about your project’s goal
3. Use a medium (e.g. music, art, writing, video) you feel confident using
4. Relate the project to at least one Global context. These contexts can help develop your goal
Perhaps one of the most difficult aspects of a self-designed project is choosing an appropriate topic at the
right level and breadth. Planning, research and reflection are all to be carried out on your topic.
There are many different ways of choosing and narrowing down a topic to a goal. In the following pages,
you will be given a variety of methods and strategies for helping you develop a goal for your personal
project and may choose to use any one or all of them to help you focus your thoughts and ideas. Use the
presentation slide shared with you in April to develop an understanding what constitutes a goal, a
challenging goal and a highly challenging goal.

Remember: Check the verbs :-) More verbs requires greater intensity, complexity and
learning.
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Demonstrating the Global Contexts
Students are required to demonstrate their personal project through one of the Global Contexts. This link
must be integral to your project and be strongly developed.

Global Contexts

Explorations to develop

● Markets, commodities and
commercialization
● Human impact on the environment
● Commonality, diversity and
interconnection
How is everything connected?
● Consumption, conservation, natural
Students will explore the interconnectedness of
resources and public goods
human-made systems and communities; the
● Population and demography
relationship between local and global
● Urban planning, strategy and
processes; how local experiences mediate the global;
infrastructure
reflect on the opportunities and tensions provided by
world interconnectedness; the impact of
decision-making on humankind and the environment.

Globalisation and
Sustainability

Fairness and Development
What are the consequences of our
common humanity?
Students will explore rights and
responsibilities; the relationship between
communities; sharing finite resources with other
people and with other living things; access to equal
opportunities; peace and conflict resolution.

● Democracy, politics, government and civil
society
● Inequality, difference and inclusion
● Human capability and development; social
entrepreneurs
● Rights, law, civic responsibility and the
public sphere
● Justice, peace and conflict management
● Power and privilege
● Authority, security and freedom
● Imagining a hopeful future

● Systems, models, methods;products,
processes and solutions
● Adaptation, ingenuity and progress
● Opportunity, risk, consequences and
responsibility
How do we understand the worlds in which ● Modernization, industrialization and
we live?
engineering
Students will explore the natural world and its laws; ● Digital life, virtual environments and the
the interaction between people and the natural world;
Information Age
how humans use their understanding of scientific
● The biological revolution
principles; the impact of scientific and technological ● Mathematical puzzles, principles and
advances on communities and environments; the
discoveries
impact of environments on human activity; how
humans adapt environments to their needs.

Scientific and Technical
Innovation

Examples of
personal projects
● Struggle for water in
developing countries; an
awareness campaign
● The impact of the financial
crises of Europe and the
European Economic
Community on the United
States; a visual
presentation

● Supporting fair trade:
Cocoa trade in
Ghana; an
awareness campaign
for out school
canteen to promote
fair trade
● Exploring the
intersections of race
and inequality; a
radio broadcast

● Nan fibres build
stronger bikes; a
prototype bike with
nano fibres
● What are genetics
and genomics
important to my
health?; a media
presentation
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Personal and Cultural
Expression
What is the nature and purpose of creative
expression?
Students will explore the ways in which we
discover and express ideas, feelings, nature,
culture, beliefs and values; the ways in
which we reflect on, extend and enjoy our creativity;
our appreciation of the aesthetic.

Identities and Relationships
Who am I? Who are we?
Students will explore identity; beliefs and
values; personal, physical, mental, social
and spiritual health; human relationships
including families, friends, communities and cultures;
what it means to be human.

Orientation in Space and Time
What is the meaning of “when” and “where”?
Students will explore personal histories; homes and
journeys; turning points in humankind; discoveries;
explorations and migrations of humankind; the
relationships between, and the interconnectedness of
individuals and civilizations, from personal, local and
global perspectives.

●Artistry, craft, creation, beauty
●Products, systems and institutions
●Social constructions of reality;
philosophies and ways of life; belief
systems; ritual and play
●Critical literacy, languages and linguistic
systems; histories of ideas, fields and
disciplines; analysis and argument
●Metacognition and abstract thinking
●Entrepreneurship, practice and
competency

●Video games as a form of
cultural expression; a short
film using five video games
that shows how they are an
expression of our culture
●The art of Manga in Japanese
culture; a Japanese anime
and a survey of the
understanding of my peers

●Competition and cooperation; teams,
affiliation and leadership
●Identity formation, self esteem, status,
roles and role models
●Personal efficacy and agency; attitudes,
motivations, independence; happiness
and the good life
●Physical, psychological and social
development; transitions; health and
well-being; lifestyle choices

●Two sides of social
networking; an awareness
campaign about digital
citizenship and cyberbullying
●Keeping culinary traditions; a
video series following family
recipes with historical
relevance

●Civilizations and social histories, heritage;
pilgrimage, migration, displacement and
exchange
●Explorers in search of a new
●Epochs, eras, turning points and ‘big
world; immigration over the
history’
ages through visual texts
●Scale, duration, frequency and variability
●Charting a family history
●Peoples, boundaries, exchange and
through archives and a
interaction
representational statue
●Natural and human landscapes and
resources
●Evolution, constraints and adaptation

The global context helps you engage in an inquiry cycle. This is a process that will guide your academic knowledge
to thoughtful, principled action. You can use the ‘explorations to develop’ to help with this process.
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Phase 2: Investigating
The next part of the process is to plan the steps toward completing your personal project. You should write
an outline and discuss it with your supervisor. You can use Appendix II to support this.
The purpose of the outline is to:
●
●
●
●

determine what tasks (learning activities) need to be performed
help in the choice of appropriate sources and materials
Organise your research.
Prioritise your research

What skills or
knowledge do you
know? (Prior knowledge)

What skills or knowledge do
you need to know to work
towards your goal?

How are you going to
find it?

Priority
(High, Medium
or Low)

You should make a list of tasks so that you can collect the necessary material. You will need to consider
the order in which these tasks will have to be undertaken. Keep notes on all of this in your process
journal.

Ask yourself the following questions, which are neither definitive nor exhaustive to
help you answer how to find your information:
Where do I find the necessary material?
Who has information about my topic?
Do I have to carry out my own experiments?
Do I need to prepare, circulate and analyse a questionnaire or survey?
Do I need to go to libraries other than the school library?
Do I need to visit museums?
Do I need to interview individuals?
You should write down these questions, and others, along with the answers, as a way of reminding yourself
of the variety of potential sources. It is only by looking at a variety of sources that you can make a judgment
about their relative usefulness.
When you have found a source of information and/or inspiration, you will have to decide how useful it is. In
Appendix III there is template that allows you to record specific information about your resources.
Remember that the list of sources that you refer to in your process journal does not necessarily have to be
the same as those in your final report.
Remember, people who are experts in their field can prove to be a wealth of
information and an invaluable resource for you during this project. You can include interviews or
questionnaires from these people as sources of information. Always write down the source of your material
or information. This information will vary according to the type of source consulted. It is best to evaluate
them as you go and include them in your process journal.
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A book: record the author(s), title, edition, series, bibliographical address (city, editor, date).
An interview: record the name, address, function of the person, etc.
An experiment: record the setup, circumstances, etc.
A work of art: record the name, artist, reference (museum, recording, etc.)

Reminder: The failure to properly acknowledge sources of information is considered to

be plagiarism and is a form of cheating. Students proven to have cheated in their work,
risk not having it graded. If in any doubt about what to do, speak to your supervisor. Refer
to the MLA citation summary when you are referencing. (Appendix IV)

Phase 3: Planning
After checking with your supervisor that you have investigated all the options, you should make a list of
tasks so that you can collect the necessary material. You will need to consider the order of the tasks. Once
your list of sources is complete, you can start gathering the material. Refer to the planning outline in
Appendix II to help you plan your project.
At this stage you will need to start locating and selecting information related to your project. You need to
make a decision of what you would like your final product or outcome to be. If your personal project will be
a written paper, the research process will be more in depth. For students creating a product, they will need
to conduct research to provide background information and a context for their project. The ideas and
thinking that you undertake should all be included in your process journal.
You also need to develop your own criteria that will allow you to evaluate the effect of your efforts.
Essentially, you are creating your own rubric to evaluate when you complete the personal project process.
This is a list of characteristics that you would like to see in your final product or outcome. To ensure that
you can measure the success or evaluate, you need to consider SMART for each criteria you wish to
evaluate.
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SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Timely)
S

Make it Specific

What do you want to accomplish?

M

Make it
Measurable

How will you know when you have accomplished your goal?

A

Make it Attainable

How can the goal be accomplished?

R

Make it Realistic

Is this goal worth working hard to accomplish?

T

Make it Timely

By when will the goal be accomplished?

Remember that producing any type of project does not need to be a neat process; it may be messy and
involve changes in your plans, especially in the developmental or planning stages. It is important that you
record your mess.
PLANNING OUTLINE:
This is the place where you will explain what you are going to do. Look at appendix II in this guide for the
template that you must fill in and share with your supervisor. You can use a paper version or an electronic
version. This choice is up to you.

PROJECT TIMELINE - Table
Tasks to be Performed

Resources and/or
Materials Required

Measurable
Outcome (How
will you measure
it?)

Start
Date

Finish
Date
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PROJECT TIMELINE - Gantt plan

Phase 4: Taking Action
Throughout the project, ensure that you are following the process and documenting it appropriately by:
● Following the project planning outline that you have developed
● Referring back to your Goal, Global Context and Statement of Inquiry to ensure that you remain on
track.
● Adjusting your timeline, goal or suggested product if necessary
● Keeping a record of changes in your process journal
● Adapting to new ideas, constructive criticism and suggestions.
● Documenting and reflecting on techniques and materials used safely and efficiently to create the
product.
Remember to meet regularly with your supervisor and to manage your time so that all deadlines are met.

You must have at least 5 meetings recorded with your supervisor in ManageBac
A big part of taking action is the actual creation of your product or outcome and how you have learnt
through this creation. Refer to the criteria clarifications in appendix I to create a better understanding of the
expectations for this phase of the personal project.
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Phase 5: Writing the report
The report itself must be clear and have a structure that follows the objectives and the assessment criteria.
When you are writing your report ask your supervisor for the template. They can share this with you to help
you organise your thoughts. Below is an outline of what you can expect to write about.
● Cover page - Will be provided by your supervisor at when you receive a template of the report.
● Table of Contents - Can utilise the functions of word processing documents.
● Investigating - This is the introduction of your report, in which you explain the premise of your
project and the research that was done. You should see many in-text references in this section of
your report. The minimum word count/time limit for this section is 600 words.
● Planning - This is the second section of your report. This includes all the work you did to plan and
organize your project towards a product/outcome. The minimum word count/time limit for this
section is 600 words.
● Taking Action - This is the third section of your report and the main ‘doing’/creation part of your
project. It is the action part of the inquiry cycle and where the product/outcome is developed and
completed. The minimum word count/time limit for this section is 600 words.
● Reflecting - This is the fourth section of your report. This is the point at which you look back over
the project and evaluate your development. You may have reflected during the process of the
project, and you can refer to this here too. Try to look at what you did objectively, as if you were
someone else viewing it. The minimum word count/time limit for this section is 600 words.
● Works Cited - All sources referenced in the body of your report should be included in the Works
Cited page. For each source listed, at least one in-text reference matching needs to be included.
● Appendices - Appendices contain evidence and sources that are specifically referred to in the
report and that need to be viewed in order to understand a point you are making (supporting visual
aids) as well as process journal extracts.
Students will be provided with a draft report template at the end of November or the beginning of
December.
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Phase 6: Exhibiting the Personal Project
Sharing your personal project with the wider community is an important and rewarding part of the process.
During the project students will determine, with their supervisor, an appropriate means of sharing their
project in a more public forum. It is a day where we celebrate the your learning. Refer to the personal
project exhibition in appendix VI for an overview of what this day looks like.
Examples of exhibiting the project may include, but are not limited to:
-

An individual performance or display (particularly if the project is related to drama, visual arts,
video, musical etc.)
An informative display
A photographic log
An interactive activity

Phase 7: Reflection
This step happens throughout the entire process of the Personal Project in the process journal.
However in this section of the report you must refer to the criteria that you have developed and
specifically to your developed criteria for your Personal Project. You need to be able to evaluate the quality
of the product against your criteria. You will have to determine at least 10 process journal logs that
reflect your learning process. You will also be completing your report for submission.
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Appendix I - Personal Project Rubrics with task
specific clarifications
Objective A: Investigating
Project Specific
Clarifications
i. define a clear goal
and context for the
project, based on
personal interests

ii. identify prior
learning and
subject-specific
knowledge relevant
to the project

iii. demonstrate
research skills.

Task Specific Clarifications
•goal should be measurable,
appropriately challenging,
achievable, relevant
•choose one global context that
directs the course of the project and
explain how and/or why
•justify why project is of personal
interest
•identify what you already know about
the topic and elaborate on how you
will use it in the project
•identify specific school subjects and
how knowledge from those subjects
can be applied to the project
•Apply existing knowledge to generate
new ideas, products or processes
•Make connections between subject
groups and disciplines
•document and accurately cite
sources using MLA style referencing
•give specific, valid reasons for
selecting sources
•factors to consider are: credibility of
author, currency, accuracy,
relevance, intended audience,
objectivity of sources, origin,
purpose, value, limitations
•discuss the relevance of these
sources to the project
•use a variety of source types
•formulate factual, topical, conceptual
and debatable questions
•gather and organize relevant
information relevant to your topic
•use brainstorming and visual
diagrams to generate new ideas and
inquiries

Achievement
level

0

1-2

3-4

5-6

7-8

Level descriptor
The student does not achieve a standard
described by any of the descriptors below.
The student is able to:
i. state a goal and context for the project,
based on personal interests, but this may be
limited in depth or accessibility
ii. identify prior learning and subject-specific
knowledge, but this may be limited in
occurrence or relevance
iii. demonstrate limited research skills.
The student is able to:
i. outline a basic and appropriate goal and
context for the project, based on personal
interests
ii. identify basic prior learning and
subject-specific knowledge relevant to some
areas of the project
iii. demonstrate adequate research skills.
The student is able to:
i. define a clear and challenging goal and
context for the project, based on personal
interests
ii. identify prior learning and subject-specific
knowledge generally relevant to the project
iii. demonstrate substantial research skills.
The student is able to:
i. define a clear and highly challenging goal
and context for the project, based on
personal interests
ii. identify prior learning and subject-specific
knowledge that is consistently highly
relevant to the project
iii. demonstrate excellent research skills.
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Objective B: Planning
Project Specific
Clarifications
i. develop criteria for the
product/outcome

ii. plan and record the
development process of
the project

iii. demonstrate
self-management skills.

Task Specific Clarifications
•write a list of measurable
specifications using a rubric or
check list
•specifications must measure
physical product and impact
•your criteria may not overlap
with published criteria
•keep a chronological process
journal that records your tasks
and reflections throughout the
process
•include the following:
Action Plan (i.e. Gantt Plan)
Research and investigation
questions
Brainstorming
Research notes
Source list and reflections
Evidence of ATL reflections
•coordinate and lead
meetings with supervisor
including agenda items,
meeting minutes, feedback,
reflections, adhere to
scheduled appointments
•seek and apply feedback
•maintaining and following
Action Plan
•meet deadlines
•demonstrated persistence
throughout project to meet
goals
•evidence of flexibility and
innovation when presented with
challenges

Achievement
level

0

1-2

3-4

5-6

7-8

Level descriptor
The student does not achieve a
standard described by any of the
descriptors below.
The student is able to:
i. develop limited criteria for the
product/outcome
ii. present a limited or partial plan and
record of the development process of
the project
iii. demonstrate limited
self-management skills.
The student is able to:
i. develop adequate criteria for the
product/outcome
ii. present an adequate plan and record
of the development process of the
project
iii. demonstrate adequate
self-management skills.
The student is able to:
i. develop substantial and appropriate
criteria for the product/outcome
ii. present a substantial plan and record
of the development process of the
project
iii. demonstrate substantial
self-management skills.
The student is able to:
i. develop rigorous criteria for the
product/outcome
ii. present a detailed and accurate plan
and record of the development process
of the project
iii. demonstrate excellent
self-management skills.
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Objective C: Taking Action
Project Specific
Clarifications
i. create a product/
outcome in response to
the goal, global context
and criteria
ii. demonstrate thinking
skills

Task Specific Clarifications
•justify how the product/outcome
meets the goal, context and criteria

•recognize unstated assumptions
and bias
•interpret data
•evaluate evidence and
arguments
•draw and test reasonable
conclusions and generalizations
•revise understanding based on
new information and evidence
•consider ideas from multiple
perspectives
•analyse complex concepts and
projects into their constituent parts
and synthesize them to create new
understanding
•propose and evaluate a variety of
solutions
•identify obstacles and challenges
•consider multiple alternatives,
including those that might be
unlikely or impossible
•create novel solutions to
authentic problems
•compare conceptual
understanding across multiple
subject groups and disciplines
•combine knowledge,
understanding and skills to create
products or solutions
iii. demonstrate
•show professional
communication and social communication with supervisors
skills.
and other experts you interview
•show evidence of using feedback
constructively from supervisor and
others
•use writing conventions
accurately and appropriate style to
formally report the project
•organize writing well in final
report

Achievement
level

0

1-2

3-4

5-6

7-8

Level descriptor
The student does not achieve a
standard described by any of the
descriptors below.
The student is able to:
i. create a limited
product/outcome in response to
the goal, global context and
criteria
ii. demonstrate limited thinking
skills
iii. demonstrate limited
communication and social skills.
The student is able to:
i. create a basic product/outcome
in response to the goal, global
context and criteria
ii. demonstrate adequate thinking
skills
iii. demonstrate adequate
communication and social skills.
The student is able to:
i. create a substantial
product/outcome in response to
the goal, global context and
criteria
ii. demonstrate substantial
thinking skills
iii. demonstrate substantial
communication and social skills.

The student is able to:
i. create an excellent
product/outcome in response to
the goal, global context and
criteria
ii. demonstrate excellent thinking
skills
iii. demonstrate excellent
communication and social skills.
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Criterion D: Reflecting
Project Specific
Clarifications

Task Specific Clarifications

i. evaluate the quality of •analyze what criteria were
the product/outcome met and give evidence in the
against their criteria
report
•justify reasons that criteria
were not met, if applicable
•consider alternative
possibilities in relation to your
outcomes
ii. reflect on how
•show what new knowledge
completing the project has been gained and how it
has extended their
was applied
knowledge and
•ongoing reflection in the
understanding of the process journal and the final
topic and the global
report will be considered
context
•consider and reflect on new
questions that come out of
your inquiry
iii. reflect on their
•identify strengths and
development as IB
weaknesses in personal
learners through the
learning strategies
project.
•evaluate use of ATL skills
and their effectiveness
•connect reflections to the
IB Learner Profile
•identify future areas of
growth

Achievement
level

0

1-2

3-4

5-6

7-8

Level descriptor
The student does not achieve a standard described
by any of the descriptors below.
i. present a limited evaluation of the quality of the
product/outcome against his or her criteria
ii. present limited reflection on how completing the
project has extended his or her knowledge and
understanding of the topic and the global context
iii. present limited reflection on his or her
development as an IB learner through the project.
i. present a basic evaluation of the quality of the
product/outcome against his or her criteria
ii. present adequate reflection on how completing
the project has extended his or her knowledge and
understanding of the topic and the global context
iii. present adequate reflection on his or her
development as an IB learner through the project.

i. present a substantial evaluation of the quality of
the product/outcome against his or her criteria
ii. present substantial reflection on how completing
the project has extended his or her knowledge and
understanding of the topic and the global context
iii. present substantial reflection on his or her
development as an IB learner through the project.
i. present an excellent evaluation of the quality of
the product/outcome against his or her criteria
ii. present excellent reflection on how completing
the project has extended his or her knowledge and
understanding of the topic and the global context
iii. present excellent reflection on his or her
development as an IB learner through the project.
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Appendix II - Planning outline
Project Title
Student
Date/Duration of Project

Goal: Formulate a statement that clearly shows your goal, based on your personal interests.

What is the purpose of the goal? What do you hope to achieve?

Global Context: Identify the global context.

Identify which part of the global context you will focus
on.

Explain why you have chosen it, justifying the relevance of
your inquiry.
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Product/Outcome: What product/outcome will you create in response to the goal, global context and
criteria?
PRODUCT:

CRITERIA:

Research: What do you have to research? Be specific and list how you will collect all the information you need.

Media:

Surveys:

Interviews:

Observations & experiences:

Process Journal: How will you record the significant findings and development of the process? Specify
type of format. (It can be a variety of formats)

Report: How will you report it? Written/digital format/mixed media/oral presentation
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Appendix III - Evaluating Sources OPVL
O- ORIGIN: Origin is where the source comes from: author/artist, date it was written/finished, which country the author/artist
was born in, where the source was actually produced, in which media (newspaper, book, letter,etc) it is presented. Where
did the source come from? Who did it come from? When did it come from?
P- PURPOSE: Purpose is where you have to put yourself in the author/artist's shoes. What do you think they were trying to
communicate to readers? What ideas/feelings were they trying to express/evoke? (The purposeis especially important when
it comes to pieces of propaganda as sources), What are the ramifications of the origins? In terms of the historical context of
the source, what does it mean?
V- VALUE: Value is how valuable this source is. Basically it's linked to the amount of bias in the source: the more bias = the
less valuable (usually). Primary sources are obviously more valuable than secondary/tertiary ones. Oh and obviously if
you're doing something on Hitler's feelings towards Jews, a diary entry from him would be more valuable than a historian's
account of how he felt. With the origin and purpose in mind, what value does this
source have? (Bias does not make a source worthless!!!) What does it show about the society? What does it show about
the type of thinking at that time?
L- LIMITATION: Limitations is also linked to bias, each source will be at least a little biased and thus they are limited by
that. If the source has been translated from the original (eg. Hitler's diary entry was translated into English by a historian
and you're using the historian's book as a source) then the language difference will be another source of
inaccuracy and a limitation. Despite the value, what pitfalls in the origin and purpose cause this source to not be valuable?
Is it damaged? Was it mistranslated? Was it “corrupted” since it was altered for a specific audience only?
Sample “OPVL” Paragraph
The origin of this source is a journal that was written by _________ in ________in _______. Its purpose was to
_________________ so ___________________. A value of this is that it gives the perspective of
__________________________. However, a limitation is that ______________________, making
___________________________.
Just try to structure your source analysis with these points in a logical sequence; each one should build on top of previous
points.
TIPS:
· Bias does not make a source worthless.
· Try to give a balanced discussion of value and limitations (don’t spend a page on value and a sentence on limitations).
· In regards to origin, make sure you research the who or what organization is responsible for publication.
· Do not disregard a source because it is “merely” propaganda or advertising.
· Try to develop a purpose which relates to the origins of the source.
· Keep in mind different historical interpretations of the source.
· Is the source primary, secondary, etc? A historical artifact and an encyclopedia article are very different.
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For each source that you look at you should write notes concerning the following features. If it is a web site include the
address in your information.
Title of source Author Date published Origin -Where did the source come from? Who did it come
from? When did it come from?

Purpose - What is the purpose or motivation of the source?
(Knowledge, fact, opinion, propaganda) Who is it intended
audience?

Value - With the origin and purpose in mind, what value does

this source have? What does it show about society? What does
it show about the type of thinking at the time?

Limitations - Despite the value, what pitfalls in the origin

and purpose cause this source to not be valuable? Is it
damaged? Was it mistranslated? Was it ‘corrupted’ since it was
altered for a specific audience only?

Coverage:Main points taken from this resource in your own words.
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Appendix IV - MLA Guidance
In text citations
WHEN AND WHERE YOU USE THEM
● When have used information from another source (specific facts & opinions).
○ ALWAYS after quotes
○ ALWAYS after citing statistics
○ USUALLY after citing dates
● Also when have used information/ideas indirectly (for example when you summarise this information in
your text)
● ALWAYS include an in-text citation immediately after the sentence where you have used this information.
● UNLESS you are including several pieces of information from one source (in a long paragraph for
example). In this case, acknowledge this source at start of your paragraph and then make it clear that you
are using the same source for each piece of information.
Example: According to (cite source here), …………… Furthermore, they also argue…. Their research
demonstrates…...
● If you cite information from the same source later in your essay (not the same paragraph), you need to
include the in-text citation again.
FORMATTING OF IN-TEXT CITATIONS (from OWL)
Book
(Author SPACE page number).
Examples (from OWL): Romantic poetry is characterized by the "spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings"
(Wordsworth 263).
Written Article from a magazine, scholarly journal, newspaper:
Author’s last name SPACE page number.
Article from an online website (News website, library website, educational website)
(Article author last name if known OR article title SPACE website name). This should correspond to the first entry in
the citations list.
Citing a youtube video (Video Author last name OR Title of video SPACE website name). This should correspond
to the first entry in your citations list.
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FORMATTING OF CITATIONS LIST (Titled ‘Works Cited’)
Works Cited list should be included at the end of your document.
● All sources in alphabetical order.
● Full reference given, (examples below)
Author Last Name, First Name. Title of Article. Name of Website. Author of Website. Date published, Date
accessed.
Author Last Name, First Name. Title of the Book. City of Publication: Publisher, Year.
Author Last Name, First Name. “Title of the Article.” Name of the Scholarly Journal Volume.Issue (Date): first
page-last page.
Author Last Name, First Name. “Title of the Newspaper Article.” Title of the Newspaper Date, edition: Section,
Page number.
Author Last Name, First Name. “Title of video”. Name of Website, date video uploaded, Accessed (Date accessed),
website link.
Last Name, First Name. “Title of online article”. Name of website, date published. date accessed. Website link.

EXAMPLE CITATION LIST:
Works Cited
DeGrass Tyson, Neil. "The Case for Space." Foreign Affairs. Council of Foreign Relations, 1 Mar. 2012. Web. 17
Feb. 2015. <http://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/137277/neil-degrasse-tyson/the-case-for-space
McGonigal, Jane. “Gaming and Productivity.” YouTube, uploaded by Big Think, 3rd July 2012,
www.youtube.com/watch?v=mkdzy9bWW3E
When referring to titles of works in your text
Titles: Long book or play: Should be Italics (for example : In To kill a Mockingbird, t he characters....)
Shorter Articles: Should be in parentheses ( for example, In ‘The legacies of WW1’...)
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HELPFUL TOOLS
School’s Academic Honesty Policy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-L4XsrOxGs786DPIdsZjHDEyn1Uh-gnnXMKbn9ADDjc/edit#
MLA resource
https://www.mla.org/MLA-Style
MLA Formatting and Style Guide from Purdue OWL
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/
Online tools for generating citations
http://www.easybib.com,
http://www.citationmachine.net
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Appendix V - Personal Project Report Checklist
To achieve at your very best in the personal project report, ensure you address each dot point
in the personal project report checklist.

Criteria A: Investigating
Define a clear goal
and context for the
project, based on
personal interests

In my report:
– I give the precise meaning of the goal of my project; I explain “what I wanted
to
achieve; when, where, how and why I wanted to achieve it”..
– I define the global context that applies best to my project and explain its
connection.
– I describe what makes my project personal: the experiences, interest and
ideas that make it important to me.
– If I made changes to my goal during the project, I explain the changes and
why I made them.

Identify prior learning
and subject-specific
knowledge relevant
to the project

In my report:
– I identify what I already knew about this topic/project and the sources of my
knowledge.
– I identify what I learned in MYP subject groups before the project started, and
how this was helpful.

Demonstrate
research skills

In my report:
– I outline the research skills I had when I started the project.
– I discuss the research skills I developed through the project.
– I explain how I may have shared my research skills to help peers who needed
more practice.

Criteria B: Planning
Develop criteria for
the product/outcome

In my report:
– I refer to the criteria I designed to evaluate the project product/outcome.
– If I made changes to my criteria during the project, I explain the changes and
why I made them.

Plan and record the
In my report:
development process – I provide evidence of my planning through timelines, milestones or other
of the project
tools/strategies.
– I present a record of how the project progressed from start to finish.
Demonstrate
self-management
skills

In my report:
– I outline the self-management skills I had when I started the project.
– I discuss the self-management skills I developed through the project.
– I explain how I may have shared my self-management skills to help peers who
needed more practice.
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Criteria C: Taking action
Create a
product/outcome in
response to the goal,
context and criteria

In my report:
– I discuss the product/outcome as the result of the process undertaken
during the project.
– I check that I have included evidence of my product to be submitted with
my report.

Demonstrate thinking In my report:
skills
– I outline thinking skills that I had when I started the project.
– I discuss thinking skills I developed through the project.
– I explain how I may have shared my thinking skills to help peers who
needed more practice.
Demonstrate
communication and
social skills

In my report:
– I outline the communication and social skills I had when I started the
project.
– I discuss the communication and social skills I developed through the
project.
– I explain how I may have shared my communication and social skills to
help peers who needed more practice.

Criteria D: Reflecting
Evaluate the quality of In my report:
the product/outcome – I evaluate the product/outcome against the criteria I designed.
against their criteria
– I identify the strengths, weaknesses and possible improvements of the
product/outcome.
Reflect on how
completing the project
has extended their
knowledge and
understanding of the
topic and global
context

In my report:
– I identify challenges and the solutions I developed to meet them.
– I demonstrate a deeper knowledge and understanding of my topic and the
identified global context.
– I base my reflection on evidence, including my process journal.

Reflect on their
development as IB
learners through the
project

In my report:
– I identify how I have developed as a learner (using the IB learner profile as
appropriate).
– I discuss my strengths and weaknesses in completing the project.
– I summarize the impact the project could have on my future learning.
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Appendix VI - Personal Project Exhibition

1 Schedule
The Exhibition is scheduled for the First Friday in February. Students will be able to set up beginning at
8:30am on that day. The day will then consist of a setup, 3 viewing sessions and breakdown/cleanup
with breaks scheduled. Below is a draft schedule that will be adjusted by the MYP10 students at the
beginning of January.
Schedule
Setup - 830 - 1000 students to set up for exhibition
Session 1 - 1000 - 11:00 students with teachers to view and interact with exhibits
Lunch Break - 1100 - 1200
Session 2 - 12:00 - 14:45 students with teachers to view and interact with exhibits
Break - 1445-1600 - bring something to eat and take a break and recharge
Session 3 - 1600 - 1700 - parents and other community members to view and interact with exhibits
Breakdown/Clean Up - 1700 - 1730 - students to clean up and break down exhibition so the gym is
usable prior to dismissal
2 Arrangement
Students will be provided time to organise how they will choose a location in the gym to set up. Do you
need power for a computer? If so, note the locations of AC outlets when signing up. Those not needing
an outlet should be considerate of location.
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3 Individual Displays
●
●
●

Each student should create a sketch of how they will set up with support from their supervisor
Think of supplies you need
You must include the information below in your display. You can change the formatting, but
your name, topic, SOI, Global Context and Goal should be clearly displayed.

Personal Project
Your name:
Supervisor’s name
(Give thanks to your supervisor.)

What is my Personal Project?
● Topic:
● Global Context:
● Goal:

4 Data Collection
The Exhibition is designed to celebrate your learning with the school community. While doing this you
may be wishing to collect data to evaluate your personal project and include this in you final report. If
you are doing this, how will you collect the data? It is highly suggested you have this sorted out prior to
the exhibition. Talk to your supervisor to discuss how you are planning to do this. This will allow you
time to test it and make adjustments if needed.
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Appendix VII: Approaches to Learning skills checklist
Approaches to Learning

ATL Skills Clusters

Communication

Communication Skills
How can students communicate through interaction?
Exchanging thoughts, messages and information effectively through interaction
How can students demonstrate communication through language?
Reading, writing and using language to gather and communicate information

Social

Collaboration Skills
How can students collaborate?
Working effectively with others

Self-management

Organization Skills
How can students demonstrate organization skills?
Managing time and tasks effectively

Affective Skills
How can students manage their own state of mind?
Managing state of mind

Reflective Skills
How can students be reflective?
(Re)considering the process of learning; choosing and using ATL skills

Research

Information Literacy Skills
How can students demonstrate information literacy?
Finding, interpreting, judging and creating information

Media Literacy Skills
How can students demonstrate media literacy?
Interacting with media to use and create ideas and information

Thinking

Critical Thinking Skills
How can students think critically?
Analysing and evaluating issues and ideas

Creative Thinking Skills
How can students be creative?
Generating novel ideas and considering new perspectives

Transfer Skills
How can students transfer skills and knowledge across disciplines and
subject groups?
Using skills and knowledge in multiple contexts
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Communication
I. Communication skills
How can students communicate through interaction?
Exchanging thoughts, messages and information effectively through interaction

◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Give and receive meaningful feedback
Use intercultural understanding to interpret communication
Use a variety of speaking techniques to communicate with a variety of audiences
Use appropriate forms of writing for different purposes and audiences
Use a variety of media to communicate with a range of audiences
Interpret and use effectively modes of non-verbal communication
Negotiate ideas and knowledge with peers and teachers Participate in, and contribute to, digital
social media networks
Collaborate with peers and experts using a variety of digital environments and media

How can students demonstrate communication through language?
Reading, writing and using language to gather and communicate information

◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Read critically and for comprehension
Read a variety of sources for information and for pleasure
Make inferences and draw conclusions
Use and interpret a range of discipline-specific terms and symbols
Write for different purposes
Understand and use mathematical notation
Paraphrase accurately and concisely
Preview and skim texts to build understanding
Take effective notes in class
Make effective summary notes for studying
Use a variety of organizers for academic writing tasks
Find information for disciplinary and interdisciplinary inquiries, using a variety of media
Organize and depict information logically
Structure information in summaries, essays and reports

Social
II. Collaboration skills
How can students collaborate?
Working effectively with others

◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Use social media networks appropriately to build and develop relationships
Practise empathy
Delegate and share responsibility for decision-making
Help others to succeed
Take responsibility for one’s own actions
Manage and resolve conflict and work collaboratively in teams
Build consensus
Make fair and equitable decisions
Listen actively to other perspectives and ideas
Negotiate effectively
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Encourage others to contribute
Exercise leadership and take on a variety of roles within groups
Give and receive meaningful feedback
Advocate for one’s own rights and needs

◻
◻
◻
◻

Self-management
III. Organization skills
How can students demonstrate organization skills?
Managing time and tasks effectively

Plan short- and long-term assignments; meet deadlines
Create plans to prepare for summative assessments (examinations and performances)
Keep and use a weekly planner for assignments
Set goals that are challenging and realistic
Plan strategies and take action to achieve personal and academic goals
Bring necessary equipment and supplies to class
Keep an organized and logical system of information files/notebooks
Use appropriate strategies for organizing complex information
Understand and use sensory learning preferences (learning styles)
Select and use technology effectively and productively

◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

IV. Affective skills
How can students manage their own state of mind?
Managing state of mind

◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

● Mindfulness
Practise focus and concentration
Practise strategies to develop mental focus
Practise strategies to overcome distractions
Practise being aware of body–mind connections
● Perseverance
Demonstrate persistence and perseverance
Practise delaying gratification
● Emotional management
Practise strategies to overcome impulsiveness and anger
Practise strategies to prevent and eliminate bullying
Practise strategies to reduce stress and anxiety
● Self-motivation
Practise analysing and attributing causes for failure
Practise managing self-talk
Practise positive thinking
● Resilience
Practise “bouncing back” after adversity, mistakes and failures
Practise “failing well”
Practise dealing with disappointment and unmet expectations
Practise dealing with change
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V. Reflective skills
How can students be reflective?
(Re)considering the process of learning; choosing and using ATL skills

Develop new skills, techniques and strategies for effective learning
Identify strengths and weaknesses of personal learning strategies (self-assessment)
Demonstrate flexibility in the selection and use of learning strategies
Try new ATL skills and evaluate their effectiveness

◻
◻
◻
◻

● Consider content
◻ What did I learn about today?
◻ What don’t I yet understand?
◻ What questions do I have now?
● Consider ATL skills development
◻ What can I already do?
◻ How can I share my skills to help peers who need more practice?
◻ What will I work on next?
● Consider personal learning strategies
◻ What can I do to become a more efficient and effective learner?
◻ How can I become more flexible in my choice of learning strategies?
◻ What factors are important for helping me learn well?
◻
◻
◻

Focus on the process of creating by imitating the work of others
Consider ethical, cultural and environmental implications
Keep a journal to record reflections

Research
VI. Information literacy skills
How can students demonstrate information literacy?
Finding, interpreting, judging and creating information

◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Collect, record and verify data
Access information to be informed and inform others
Make connections between various sources of information
Understand the benefits and limitations of personal sensory learning preferences when
accessing, processing and recalling information
Use memory techniques to develop long-term memory
Present information in a variety of formats and platforms
Collect and analyse data to identify solutions and make informed decisions
Process data and report results
Evaluate and select information sources and digital tools based on their appropriateness to
specific tasks
Understand and use technology systems
Use critical literacy skills to analyse and interpret media communications
Understand and implement intellectual property rights
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◻
◻

Create references and citations, use footnotes/endnotes and construct a bibliography
according to recognized conventions
Identify primary and secondary sources

VII. Media literacy skills
How can students demonstrate media literacy?
Interacting with media to use and create ideas and information

◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Locate, organize, analyse, evaluate, synthesize and ethically use information from a variety of
sources and media (including digital social media and online networks)
Demonstrate awareness of media interpretations of events and ideas (including digital social
media)
Make informed choices about personal viewing experiences
Understand the impact of media representations and modes of presentation
Seek a range of perspectives from multiple and varied sources
Communicate information and ideas effectively to multiple audiences using a variety of media
and formats
Compare, contrast and draw connections among (multi)media resources

Thinking
VIII. Critical thinking skills
How can students think critically?
Analysing and evaluating issues and ideas

◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Practise observing carefully in order to recognize problems
Gather and organize relevant information to formulate an argument
Recognize unstated assumptions and bias
Interpret data
Evaluate evidence and arguments
Recognize and evaluate propositions
Draw reasonable conclusions and generalizations
Test generalizations and conclusions
Revise understanding based on new information and evidence
Evaluate and manage risk
Formulate factual, topical, conceptual and debatable questions
Consider ideas from multiple perspectives
Develop contrary or opposing arguments
Analyse complex concepts and projects into their constituent parts and synthesize them to
create new understanding
Propose and evaluate a variety of solutions
Identify obstacles and challenges
Use models and simulations to explore complex systems and issues
Identify trends and forecast possibilities
Troubleshoot systems and applications
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IX. Creative thinking skills
How can students be creative?
Generating novel ideas and considering new perspectives

◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Use brainstorming and visual diagrams to generate new ideas and inquiries
Consider multiple alternatives, including those that might be unlikely or impossible
Create novel solutions to authentic problems
Make unexpected or unusual connections between objects and/or ideas
Design improvements to existing machines, media and technologies
Design new machines, media and technologies
Make guesses, ask “what if” questions and generate testable hypotheses
Apply existing knowledge to generate new ideas, products or processes
Create original works and ideas; use existing works and ideas in new ways
Practise flexible thinking—develop multiple opposing, contradictory and complementary arguments
Practise visible thinking strategies and techniques
Generate metaphors and analogies

X. Transfer skills
How can students transfer skills and knowledge across disciplines and subject groups?
Using skills and knowledge in multiple contexts

◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Use effective learning strategies in subject groups and disciplines
Apply skills and knowledge in unfamiliar situations
Inquire in different contexts to gain a different perspective
Compare conceptual understanding across multiple subject groups and disciplines
Make connections between subject groups and disciplines
Combine knowledge, understanding and skills to create products or solutions
Transfer current knowledge to learning of new technologies
Change the context of an inquiry to gain different perspectives
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Appendix VIII - Timeline
Timeline for the Personal Project
Date
January
First Friday in February
End of August
Early September
3rd Monday in September
Wednesday before Autumn
Break
Friday after Autumn Break
Last Thursday in January
First Friday in February
Wednesday before Winter break
(February)
Second Week in March

Task
Introduction to Personal Project in specific
scheduled lesson
Visit Personal Project exhibition
Make contact with your supervisor. Discuss
your project and your process journal so far
Submit a copy of the personal project
notification through ManageBac to your
supervisor.
Personal project planning outline completed
and shared with your supervisor.
This should include your timeline.
Final date to have student / supervisor created
specifications for the product/outcome. These
specifications can be adjusted as you progress
through the project to suit need.
Formative feedback to students sent home
for parents.
Draft of the project report is due to your
supervisor
Exhibition of personal projects
Process journal, project report (with reflection
to include Exhibition feedback), product and
minimum academic honesty requirements are
due to you supervisor.
Summative assessment finalised for
Personal Project. There is a copy that is given
to students. Will be added to end of year
report.
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